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Abstract— In this paper, we concentrate on component adaptation in sensor-actuator networks. Component adaptation is the
process of dynamically replacing components in an application
in response to changes in the environment conditions. Since the
normal operation of a sensor-actuator network is often hindered
by faults (e.g., node failures, message losses, synchronization
errors), it is important that the application adapts to the given
conditions by dynamically composing suitable components. On
the other hand, the applications are time-critical in nature and,
hence, it is necessary to ensure that the network provides the
required functionalities during adaptation. In this paper, we propose an approach for component adaptation in sensor-actuator
networks by systematically using the distributed reset framework
that provides assurance guarantees during adaptation. And, we
perform a case study on a vibration control application.
Keywords: adaptation, distributed reset, sensor-actuator
networks, vibration control experiment

II. D ISTRIBUTED R ESET F RAMEWORK
In [4], each node is instantiated with the reset framework
that contains a component manager, a reset module, an adaptation module, and a component library (cf. Figure 1).
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Fig. 1.

In the recent years, sensor-actuator networks (SANETs)
are becoming popular in distributed control of physical phenomenon and in active tracking of undesirable objects. For
example, a SANET is useful in reducing the vibroacoustic
perturbations of fairing structures during the liftoff and the
ascent to orbit of satellite launches [1]. Such networks reduce
the structural weight and improve the reliability.
One challenge in SANETs is that the nodes are resource
constrained. Hence, they need to collaborate among each other
to perform a certain task. Such collaboration is often hindered
by faults (e.g., node failures, synchronization errors, etc).
Therefore, it is important that the nodes adapt to changes in
the environment. On the other hand, since the control of the
physical phenomenon is time-critical, it is essential that the
nodes provide a minimum level of control at all times.
With this motivation, we focus on component adaptation
in SANETs (cf. Section V for previous approaches). In component adaptation, the network adapts to the changes in the
environment by composing suitable components at run-time.
We present an approach for adaptation by systematically using
the reset framework [2]–[4]. We apply this framework in Siesta
[5] and show how it adapts to node failures by composing a
new routing component while providing assurance guarantees.
Organization of the paper. In Section II, we introduce the
reset framework. In Section III, we illustrate the framework in
the context of vibration control application. Then, in Section
IV, we discuss some of the questions raised by this work and
in Section V, we discuss the related work. Finally, in Section
VI, we make the concluding remarks.

Framework architecture

Component manager. This module uses meta-application
and meta-component files to define the constraints imposed
by the application and the components. The meta-application
file details the methods exposed by the component. The metacomponent file contains the parameters necessary to compose
a new component.
Reset module.
Adaptation is performed using two reset
waves: (1) initialization wave and (2) replacement wave. The
initialization wave changes the state of each node to transit
and initializes the new component.
The replacement wave begins with a transition wave. Since
a component installed at one node may depend on components
at other nodes, it cannot be replaced independently at each
node. Furthermore, the application may be depend on the
component. To deal with this problem. each node checks
the state of the old component (cf. [4] for more details).
Depending on the state, it replaces the old component. Once
a node completes replacement and receives completion wave
from all its children, it propagates the completion wave to its
parent.
Adaptation module and component library. The adaptation
module has the logic to select the new component. And, the
library maintains the components. We refer the reader to [6]
for details on these modules.
III. C ASE S TUDY: V IBRATION C ONTROL
We apply the reset framework for routing in Siesta, a
simple NEST application simulator [5], for vibration control

experiment. The application consists of 50 nodes aligned along
the beam that is subjected to an outside disturbance (cf. Figure
2). Each node has a sensor and an actuator. Sensors measure
the point velocity of the beam and the actuators produce point
force to counter the vibration. The objective of this application
is to control the vibration in response to the disturbance.

Meta-application file.
The framework uses the metaapplication file to determine the methods that need to be
trapped. This file also specifies the methods that are exposed
by the application to the component. The meta-application file
is as follows:
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Fig. 2.

Simulation setup of beam vibration control experiment

We consider the case where distributed control is used to
control the beam vibration in Siesta. In distributed control,
each node sends its sensor values to other nodes that are within
a specified distance (called the reach of the node). Each node
then calculates its actuator output based on a weighted average
of its own sensor value and the sensor values it received. (The
actual algorithm used to determine the actuator output is not
relevant for this discussion and hence, is omitted.)
Siesta defines an adjacency relation among the nodes. This
relation identifies the nodes that can communicate directly
with each other. Communication between non-adjacent nodes
is achieved using the static routing information maintained at
each node. The default version of the application does not deal
with faults, i.e., if a node fails, it affects the distributed control
at the nodes that are within the reach of the failed node.
Remark. By node failure, we mean that the router of the
corresponding node had failed. We assume that the sensor and
the actuator corresponding to a failed node can still participate
in the control. In case of failed nodes, the actuator provides
only a local control (i.e., using only its own sensor value).
A. Dynamic Adaptation of Routing Component in Siesta
As mentioned earlier, in presence of node failures, distributed control of vibration along the beam is affected. To
deal with this problem, we use the distributed reset framework
to compose a new fault-tolerant routing component with the
application at run-time. (Note that the code for new component may reside already in the nodes or disseminated across
the network using a code distribution service [7]–[10].) We
describe how we specified the new routing component and
dynamically replaced it in the application, next.
In Siesta, the nest.mw.Router.RouteMessage object creates
an action if the router has packets to send. This object uses:
getNextHop, setNextHop and route methods. The route method
uses getNextHop to determine the next hop and creates an
action that sends the message. The setNextHop method is used
to setup the routing structure.
In the presence of faults, the framework initiates replacement of the routing component. It uses the meta-application
and the meta-component files to verify whether the replacement can proceed.
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trapped class: nest.mw.Router.RouteMessage
num exposed functions : 1
trapped function #1: route
tf #1 parameters: Integer, Object
tf #1 returntype: nest.mw.Action
app nexthop get function: getNextHop
...

Based on this file, the framework traps the method route.
The application provides getNextHop and setNextHop methods.
Meta-component file.
We developed AlternateRoute, a
routing component that uses alternate links if the current
next hop has failed. It requires that the application provides
the getNextHop and setNextHop methods. The framework
instantiates this information in the meta-component file (using
the meta-application file). The meta-component file for this
component is as follows:
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new class: nest.ftcomp.AlternateRoute
num new functions: 1
new #1 function: route
new #1 parameters: Object, Object
new #1 returntype: Object
app nexthop get function:
...

Dynamic composition. The default routing component in
Siesta do not exhibit mutual dependency. Therefore, each node
removes its component and adds AlternateRoute component
independently.1 The framework traps the calls to the route
method of nest.mw.Router.RouteMessage and invokes the route
method of nest.ftcomp.AlternateRoute.
B. Simulation Results and Analysis
In this section, we study the performance of the vibration
control when nodes fail. Specifically, we compare the control
provided by the network in response to an exogenous disturbance with and without the distributed reset framework.
In our simulations, the disturbance has a sinusoidal effect
on the beam. The sampling rate is 2 KHz and the application
supports a reach of 5 nodes. Figure 3 shows the output of
the simulation (with no failures). The bottom plot shows the
sensor readings and the top plot shows the actuation values.
(Each bar denotes the sensor/actuator values of a node 1-50,
left to right.) We note that actuation values are proportional
to sensor readings.
Remark. We note that we focus on the first 15 nodes in our
simulations with failures as the vibration is severe in the first
half of the beam.
Figure 4 shows the sensor readings and the actuator values
after nodes 11 and 12 had failed, with and without adaptation.
1 If there are dependencies among components added to the application
then the components may have to be added in a certain order (cf. [4]).
AlternateRoute component does not exhibit such dependencies.
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Fig. 3.

Beam vibration control output from Siesta

Minimal blocking. In our simulations, we observed that
the replacement of routing component did not block the
control application. Specifically, the adaptation was agile
and transparent to the user.
No localized anomalies. The simulations with the distributed reset framework exhibited no localized anomalies, i.e., no nodes exhibited insufficient or excess control.
The network provided the required level of control at all
times. Furthermore, with adaptation, the control improved
20 − 28% near the reach of the failed nodes compared to
the simulation where no adaptation was performed.
IV. D ISCUSSION

Now, we discuss the questions raised by this work.
We fail these nodes simultaneously after the network initializes
and starts the control application (i.e., after 6000 simulation
steps).

A. Implementation in Resource Constrained Sensors
Since the adaptation module determines the suitable components, we can have this module only at the base station.
And, the developer can maintain the library in the secondary
storage or use a code distribution service (e.g., [7]–[9]) to
disseminate the new component. The reset module implements
a simple diffusing computation to ensure correct adaptation.
The component manager checks whether the adaptation can
proceed correctly, which can be also be done offline.
B. Adaptation in Large Scale Sensor Networks

Fig. 4. Beam vibration control output where sensors 12 and 13 have
failed

In the absence of adaptation, the actuator values of nodes
8-14 are not proportional to the point velocity readings. In
particular, we observe that nodes 8-14 exhibit insufficient
control in response to the corresponding point velocities.
As mentioned earlier, such anomalies are not desirable in
vibration control of fairing structures.
With AlternateRoute component, we observe that the control
does not exhibit any anomalies. Furthermore, in Figure 4,
we identify the difference in control at nodes 10, 11 and
13 in our simulations with and without adaptation (cf. bold
lines marked R1, R2, and R3 respectively). Specifically, we
observe that without adaptation the force output at node 10
(respectively, 13) is around 28% (respectively, 20%) less than
the corresponding output with adaptation.
Remark. We performed simulations with failure of more
nodes and the results are similar.
Analysis. We now briefly summarize the performance of
the adaptation using the distributed reset framework from our
simulations.

First, we note that large scale networks are usually partitioned into multiple sections; each section has at least one node
that is responsible for data collection and communication with
the outside world. The reset operation can be performed in
each section independently and simultaneously. Furthermore,
the adaptation does not block the entire network. The new
component can start executing even before the old component
is removed. Since the framework ensures synchronization,
simultaneous execution of the old and the new components
do not result in invalid computations.
C. Scope of the Framework in Sensor Networks
As mentioned in Section IV-A, we note that the framework
shown in Figure 1 can be instantiated in resource constrained
sensors. Furthermore, in [4], [11], authors have shown that
the framework ensures the following: (i) atomicity, i.e., all
the nodes in a distributed system are replaced with a new
component or none are replaced, (2) minimal blocking, i.e.,
the blocking introduced at the application during adaptation
is minimal, and (3) synchronization, i.e., a node that has
instantiated the new component does not interact with the
node that has not yet added the corresponding component.
Thus, the framework ensures correct adaptation, which has
been formally specified and verified in [11].
The case study considered in this paper is relevant in the
sense that it clearly shows the advantages of using the framework in sensor networks. Specifically, it shows the following:
(1) the application is not blocked during adaptation, and (2)
synchronization is achieved quickly. We note that even if
the application had to be blocked in order to ensure correct

adaptation, the framework does not require the entire network
to stop. The results presented in Section III-B reinforces
these claims. Based on the results presented in this paper and
mechanism to verify the correctness of adaptation (cf. [11]),
we expect that the framework has the potential to be applicable
in sensor networks.
V. R ELATED W ORK
Work on adaptation in SANETs have focused on three major
areas: parameter adaptation, code distribution, and support for
adaptive software.
A. Parameter Adaptation
In [12]–[14], data collection protocols are proposed that
adapt to the amount of energy left at the neighbors. However,
in parameter adaptation, it is not possible to use components
or algorithms that were left unimplemented at the time of the
original design of the application. By contrast, we concentrate
on dynamically replacing a component in the application.
B. Code Distribution
In [7]–[9], network reprogramming protocols are proposed to reprogram the network with a new application.
However, since reprogramming is a time-consuming and a
communication-intensive operation, these approaches do not
meet the requirements of time-critical applications.
In [10], a role based code distribution is proposed for sensor
networks that uses cross-layer information about the role
assigned to a node in deciding whether a node needs a code
update or not. Also, the paper proposes a data management
framework that determines the best components and, thus,
adapts to changing parameters and requirements. However, in
[10], synchronization across components installed at different
nodes and the dependency relation are not handled.
C. Adaptive Software in Sensor Networks
In [15], [16], approaches for supporting automated software
adaptation in sensor networks are proposed. In [15], the
authors propose an XML based approach to exchange and
manipulate descriptions of components. However, they do
not provide assurance guarantees about adaptation. In [16],
unlike the reset framework, the authors focus on providing an
infrastructure to exchange software extensions.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an approach to implement
distributed reset based dynamic adaptation in SANETs. We
studied the performance of such adaptation in beam vibration
control experiment in the Siesta platform. We showed that
the framework allows the application to dynamically replace
a routing component. The simulation results showed that the
adaptation is minimally blocking. This result is desirable in
SANETs as the application is time-critical. Also, we showed
that with the reset framework improved the control by around
20 − 28% in the neighborhood of the failed sensors (compared
to the case where no adaptation was performed).

We expect that the reset framework facilitates the verification of adaptation and ensures correctness. Towards this end,
in [11], the authors propose an approach to verify adaptation
(achieved using the reset framework). Thus, we can leverage
on existing techniques to verify the correctness of adaptation
in SANETs. Furthermore, in [17], the authors propose an
approach for building a family of components that provide
similar functionalities. We expect that such an approach would
be applicable in designing components for SANETs.
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